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ABSTRACT - Tha NDA procedures, aappiied on fresh and irradi-
ated fuel of the research reactor RA in VinCa, are described and the
obtained results are presented. To measure the relative quantity of
U-235 in the fresh u ^ n i u m fuel elements the passive gamma ray emis-
sion method, as well 33 the zero power reactor RB criticality mesure-
ment procedure, have been employed. The gamma-radiography tiethod is
also used for inspection of the fresh fuel of the RA reactor. The
semiempirical method, based on spatial power distribution determina-
tion, and the gamma-spectrometric procedure, developed at the "Boris
Kidrič" Institute in Vinča, were used to measure the burn-jp of ir-
radiated fuel of reactor RA. The procedures presented are of interest
for the accounting for and control of nuclear material, the fuel qu-
ality control and the economy and safety analysis of the RA reactor.
The principles of the NDA procedures reported, and the nair.ed ex-
perience, are also of interest for the power reactor fuel testinq,
at the nuclear power stations that will be constructed in Yugoslavia
in the next future.

SADR2AJ - Opisani su postupci nedestruktivne analize koji se
primenjuju na sveže 1 ozračeno gorivo reaktora RA u Vinči i priloženi
su dobijeni rezultati. Za merenje relativne količine U-235 u svežem
uranskom goriyu primenjen je postupak na bazi merenja kriticnosti re-
aktora RB u Vinči, kao i "pasivni" gama-emisioni postupak. Gama radi-
ografska metoda je tekodje korišćena za proveru kvaliteta svezeq gori-
va reaktora RA. Za odredjivanje izgaranja ozračenog goriva reaktora
RA razvijen je i primenjen semiempirijski postupak, na bazi odredji-
vanja prostorne raspodele snage u reaktoru, kao i jedan postupak na
bazi gama-spektrometrijske metode. Opisani postupci od interesa su za
obračun i kontrolu nuklearnih materijala, kontrolu kvaliteta goriva
i analize ekonomičnosti i sigurnosti reaktora RA. 0v1 postupci, ne-
posredno ili uz odredjene modifikacije, primenjivi su i na gorivo re-
aktora nukiearno-energetskih postrojenja, koja (e biti gradjena u Ju-
goslavia u bližoj budutfnosti.

1. INTRODUCTION
The procedures of non-destractive analysis are of importance

for the nuclear reactor fuel testing. Ths riDA procedures are parti-
cularly useful for the broad scale routine testing of fresh fuel e-
lemerits. since the destructive method cannot be used for this sort



of Investigation (except for the "representative" fresh fuel elements
testing - usually to calibrate some NDA procedures, as well as for
certain fresh fuel structure analyses). The NDA procedures are also
often used for the routine spent fuel testing, because they are more
economical and practical in highly radioactive spent fuel handling,
than the destructive ones.

The NDA procedures, to be applied on the fuel of research re-
actor RA in Vinca, are developed or adopted considering the follo-
wing main purposes:

(a) The accounting for and control of nuclear material in
MBA IU-B (the area of the "Boris KidriC" Institute).

(b) The fuel quality control.
(c) The reactor RA economy and safety analysis.

The NDA procedures, described 1n this report, .are applied on
two types of fuel of the reactor RA:

(1) 25! enriched uranium metallic tubular fuel, cca 10 cm long,
3.1/3.5 cm 1n diameter /1/.

(2) 80? enriched uranium oxide dispersion fuel, with the i-
dentical geometry.

The possibilities of the use of the reported procedures for
the power reactor fuel testing, are also considered.

2. MEASUREMENT ON FRESH FUEL OF THE RA REACTOR

2.1. "Passive" gamma-ray emmision procedure

During inspections of the RA and RB facilities, inspectors
from the I.A.E.A. have conducted qualitative non-destructive analysis
of selected 80S enriched uranium fuel slugs from the RA reactor. In
these analyses, the intensity of 186 KeV gamma radiation spontaneous-
ly emitted from U-235 was measured and recorded. The measurements we-
re used to confirm the presence of U-235 in the fuel slugs and to en-
sure that no dummy substitution or substitution by low enriched uran-
ium fuel slugs (also present at the RA and RB reactors) occured.

The instrument used to measure the 186 KeV gamma peak of U-235
was the SAM-2 device, which is in use by the I.A.E.A. for several
years. This device is a two channel gamma spectrometer utilizing a
Nal crystal scintillation deirictor with a built-in source for stabi-
lization. The application procedure of this instrument has been pu-
blished by the IAEA Div1r-ion of Development /2/.

In earlier inspections, a bracket special!" developed for this



purpose by the IAEA Division of Development was used to hold fuel
slugs while counting. These slugs were manually rotated In the brac-
ket to give three different counting positions to account for any
radial heterogeniety In the slug. The 180 randomly selected 80* en-
riched fuel slugs were inspected. These slugs have shown to be dif-
ferent from the 2% enriched uranium slugs (also present in the faci-
lity). In most recent IAEA inspections, a turntable for rotating cy-
lindrical fuel slugs during counting was supplied by the staff of
the RA reactor. The rotation served to average any contribution by
radial heterogeniety in measurements. In addition, multiple counts
of each slug were made to ascertain the standard deviation of the
measurement technique. Comparison of measurements on different slugs
allows the determination whether they are identical, within the li-
mits of the error of ' e method, and permits a statement to be made
on the sei f-consisten-.y of the items measured. Any inconsistent me-
asurement would indicate the presence of defective items that neces-
sitate further investigations.

Due to large number of slugs present at the RA and R3 facili-
ties, a statistically derived random sampling plan is used to select
the reduced number of slugs to be measured, instead of measuring e-
very one by each inspection. This plan was designed to detect, with
95% confidence, a diversion concealed by dummy substitutions of 10?
of slugs /3/. According to this plan, 28 slugs were selected random-
ly from the population of 697, and were measured. All slugs sampled
were found to exhibit U-235 186 Kev gamma peaks consistent in inten-
sity with other 80S enriched fuel.

2.2.' "Zero" reactor RB criticality measurement method

This procedure is useful for the measurement of the relative
amount of U-235 in the reactor RA fuel elements of the given type, tt
is based on the zero power reactor RB critical parameter change *ea~
surement. This change is caused by the insertion of tested fuel elem-
ent into the reference reactor core.

The reactor RB in V1nca /4/ 1s an useful device for this sort
of measurements, due to the following reasons:

(a) The accuracy of 0.01 cm can be achieved /5/, at the criti-
cal OgO level measurement.

(b) The fuel lattice pitch and the reactor core size are chan-
geable to the great extent (7-24 cm of the lattice pitch



and 60x100 to 200x180 cm for the reactor core size),

(c) The possibility of providing very different neutron flux

form factors and the reactivity coefficients.

The amount of U-235 In the reactor RA fuel elements Is rela-

tively small. Therefore, 1t 1s necessary to make the reference core

which will be sensitive enough to the Insertion of tested fuel ele-

ment. This "sensitivity" can be increased by choosing the reference

core with the non-optimal lattice pitch, in the way that the tested

fuel element and the neighbouring reference core elements do form

the central micro-lattice with optimal lattice pitch. Consequently,

the overmoderated 16' cm lattice 1s chosen for the reference core.

The tested element and 4 neighbouring elements are forming the mi- .

cro-1att1ce with 11.3 cm lattice pitch (which 1s closed to the op-

timal one, F1g.1). With this configuration the acceptable results

are obtained. To find out some more "sensitive" reference core con-

figuration, an aditional research work should be done.

The series of 37 measurements, at the random choice of the

80S enriched fuel elements, has been done. The average AH (critical

height difference) value of 12.79 mm is obtained, with an error of

t 0.2 mm (£1.61 in AH). This error 1s estimated according to the

results of measurements of selected elements, that are repeated se-

veral times per element.

It is supposed that the differences in AH values depend only

on differences 1n neutron multiplication (amount of U-235 per ele-

ment), but not in absorption In structural material (aluminum alloy

SAV). This assumption was verified experimentally, since the effect

of 12 g (cca 13X of total structural material weight 1n an element)

of SAV alloy, added to one standard fuel element, was not measurable.

It 1s also supposed, that the differences 1n AH values are directly,

proportional to the differences 1n U-235 amount per element.

The results of measurements are shown on Fig.2 in form of rel-

ative U-235 amount frequency histogram. Another histogram (with the

same Interval division) obtained by passive gamma emission procedure,

applied on 180 samples, is also given on the same figure. Similarity

of these histograms (particularly the equivalence in limits of devi-

ations) is a rough indication (because of small number of samples)

of the correctness cf the assumptions mentioned above, for the in-

terpretations of the RE criticality measurements.
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To illustrate the difference between the effect of two types
of fuel elements, a single measurement on 21 enriched uranium fuel
was performed. The measured value of A H was for 37S smaller than
typical values for 805! enriched fuel elements. This is caused mainly
by considerable difference in neutron absorption, due to differen-
ces in U-238 amounts.

2.3. Gamma-radiography method

Gamma-radiographic testing of fuel elements was performed
by the following radioactive sources:

- 18 C1 of Co-60 (3.2x4.1 mm) in the Gammamat TK 30 defec-
toscope,

- 28 Ci of Ir-192 (2x2 mm) in the Gammamat TI 100 defecto-
scope.

During radio&raphic exposure the sources have been put in
the wolfram head-collimator of the radiation beam in 90°angle, and
the film was close to the tested fuel elements* The penetrometer DIN
54109 Fe ISO 6/12 was used for the image quality control.

The radiograms, obtained by the same exposure time, of 2%
and 80% enriched fuel elements are given on Fig.3. The details of fu-
el elements structure are visible and the regularity of fuel distribu-
tion inside the fuel element is noticeable. The examples of failed
fuel elements are not presented, since such fuel elements have not
been found.

3. FUEL BURN-UP DETERMINATION
3.1. Gamma-spectrometry procedure

This procedure is based on the correlation of the fuel burn-
-up with the contents of some gamma radioactive fission products
(Ce-137, Ce-134 and Ru-106) in the fuel. The correlation is obtained
by the use of a computer program /6/, accounting for the qualitative
compiexness of the burn-up process in low enriched uranium fuel, as
well as for the in-core fuel management and the reactor operation
"history". The Ru-106, Ce-137 and Ce-134 contents in the fuel we-e
determined by the fuel gamma radiation measurement with semiconductor
Ge(Li) spectrometer.

The determination has been done in two steps:
In the first step, the fission products activity quotients

were determined by the procedure /7/, according to which all necessa-



ry calibrations and corrections were derived from the same spectrum
as the activity quotients.

In the second step, the Ce-137 content was determined by a
variant of the standard procedure /8/, comparing the magnitudes of
Its photo-peaks 1n the spectrum of the fuel and spectrum of the sta-
ndard.

The analysis of 17 fuel elements (with 2? Initial enrichment)
from two fuel channels of reactor RA has been made. Fuel elements
from the channel 0808 have had fixed positions during their lifetime
1n the reactor core. The elements from the channel 0305 have been ax-
1ally transfered, I.e. they were occupying two positions in the sa-
me channel, in order to increase the average fuel burn-up in the re-
actor RA.

The obtained results of burn-up measurements -A , for the-
se fuel elements are presented on Tables 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.

3.2. Power distribution method

The power of the fuel channel is directly measurable by the

channel coolant flow rate and the Inlet/outlet temperature differen-

ce. The average channel fuel burn-up is then easily derived, with an

estimated error of 10?.

All reactor RA fuel channels are instrumented with pairs of

resistance thermometers to measure the inlet/outlet coolant tempe-

rature differences. According to the coolant flow rate the fuel chan-

nels are divided into central (36) and peripheral (48) ones, with

the coolant flow rate ratio of 1.66 /9/.

The results of measurements of the average fuel burn-up,

for the elements from one fuel channel -Ak, are presented on Table

3.2.1. The differences between A. and A results are within tit, I.e.

they are smaller than the experimental errors associated to both met-

hods.

To determine the individual fuel element burn-up, the mea-

sured A. values have to be corrected for the relative axial power

distribution. The power distribution is calculated by the two-group

homogeneous approach. Axial burn-up distribution 1s normalized by the

measured average burn-up values for the fuel from the given channel.

The axial region division consists of 16 material regions; 11 of them

covering the active zon*. The influence of the Cd control rods are ac-

counted for only in the -pper 020 reflector.

The study of the effect of the Cd cont'ro' rods in the upper
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part of the active zone (based on the super cell /10/ and 3D hetero-

geneous /11/ approaches), taking Into account the considerable de-

gree of Cd control rods burn-up, 1s In progress /12/, The obtained

values for the individual fuel elements burn-up A ^, are presented

on Table 3.2.2.

Table 3.2.1. The channel average burn-up values of the spent fuel

Fuel
*

position

0808

0305 p

0709 c

1005 c

0709 p

0501 p

in the reactor

from - to

Feb.69-Feb.71

Sep.68-Jul.69

Sep.69-May 70

0ct.73-Jan.75

Feb.75-Apr.75

May 75-Nov."'5

Dec.76-Sep.77

type of fuel
in-core history

"one-position"

axial transfer 1n

the fuel channel

"mult!-pos i tlon" -

spatial fuel "flow"

through reactor

core

BU (MWD/Kg)

Ak
5.80

6.66

11.60

6.581

6.82

not

measu-

red

"c" and "p" denote axially central and oerinheral fuel ele-

ment positions in the fuel channel, resnectively.

The differences in A , and A values are considerable for

the first three upper fuel elemnets of the channel 0808. This is the

consequence of the Cd control rods influence neglecting (the depth

of the control rods effective insertion was about the position of

the fourth fuel element).

However, in the case of the channel with the axial fuel

transfer (0305), the differences between A . and A values are smal-

ler than 6% for all tested elements. This is an Important result,

because the power distribution method (even before being completed

for control rods influence) seems satisfactorily applicable for rou-

tine individual elements burn-up estimation 1n the case of the axial

fuel transfer, which is the routine reactor RA refueling principle

since 1967.

Relatively good agreement between A . and A values is due

to small contribution of upper fuel element positions to the integra-

ted fuel element burn-up (the upper fuel element to central fuel ele-

ments power ratio is about 3.5), as well as due to the cancelinq ef-

fect of upper elements power overestimation, and the corresponding

underestimation of the power of central fuel elements.



Table 2.3.2. Spent fuel elements burn-up (MWD/Kg)

Channel

Element

1 (top)

2

3

4
5
6

7

8

9

\0

11 (bottom)

average

0808

V
3.86

5.19

6.34

7.26

7.90

8.20

8.24

. 7.98

7.43

6.58

5.80

6.8o

%
3.08

4.21

5.66

6.92

7.62

3.18

8.49

7.95

7.62

6.82

5.86

6.585

diff.(«)

25

23

12

5

4
0

-3

0

-2
-4

-1

3

0305

Ael
6.11

6.68

7.02

7.23

6.28

6.63

6.66

\

6.06

7.09

7.10

7.13

6,62

6.90

6.817

diff.(Z)

1

-6

-1

1

-5

-4

-2

4. ON UTILITY OF THE NDA METHODS PRESENTED

4,1. Accounting for and control of nuclear material

As a state party to the Treaty of non-proliferation of nu-

clear weapons (NPT) /14/, Yugoslavia 1s obliged to put Its source

and special fissionable material in all peaceful nuclear activities

under the International safeguards.

The NDA Investigation of fresh reactor RA fuel started 1n

the framework of this activity, as it is shown in paragraph 2.1 of

this report.

The "passive" gamma emision procedure Is economical and

correct enough to be routinely applied for the reactor RA fresh fuel

elements testing, except for slightly Irradiated elements 1n the ze-

ro power reactor RB that are otherwise considered as fresh for the

use 1n the reactor RA. The RB cr1t1cal1ty measurement method seems

more suitable for fresh fuel bundles testing, since the "passive"

gamma emision procedure is not applicable without the bundle disman-

tling. The fuel bundle would pass through the adopted horizontal cha-

nnel of the RB reactor with the specific core configuration. This pro-

cedure should be calit^ated by the well known standard bundle.

The fuel burn-up is an important info'raation for the nuclear



material determination in the spent fuel elements. To measure the ge-
nerated Pu in the spent fuel of the RA reactor, a special version of
the gamma spectrometry method has been developed /13/.

To estimate the fuel burn-up in very large number of spent
fuel elements of reactor RA, the use of the power distribution method
is practically the best solution. Tha gamma spectrometry method is
useful to correlate the power distribution method, as well as to che-
que the estimated values. To make these correlations much more mea-
surements have to be done.

4.2. Fuel quality control

The obtained results have shown that the "passive" gamma
emision procedure is not useful only for the accounting for and con-
trol of nuclear material, but also for the fresh fuel quality con-
trol. Of course, any other gamma spectrometer, instead of SAM-2 de-
vice, could be used for this purpose.

The gamma radiography method can be used for the inspection
of "suspicious" elements selected by the "passive" gamma emision me-
thod, as well as for the independent serial investinations.

To control irradiated fuel elements, the neutron radiogra-
phy NDA method can be applied. This method is not yet available at
the RA reactor, but it is expected to be introduced in the next fu-
ture. Besides neutron radiography, destructive procedures have to be
used for the irradiated fuel elements failure analysis.

4.3. Economy and safety analyses of the research reactor RA

The results of the fresh fuel quality control (relative
U-235 amouit measurements) can be used to ensure the equality of
fresh fuel loadings per channel, as well as to select the "heaviest"
fuel elements for VISA-type fuel channel construction (for fast ne-
tron irradiations).

The correct estimation of the fuel burn-up distribution, by
power distribution method, is of great importance for the reactor RA
safety and economy analyses, as well as for the optimal reactor re-
fuelings planning.
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F1n.3. Examples of radiogram«; -f 22 and 30? enriched

fuel taken by Ir-1C2 source.




